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Be Inspired & Achieve Together

The only way to get good at Maths is to
do Maths!
• Set aside the time for revision and stick to it.
• Know what topics could come up.
• Flash cards with key concepts or reading revision guides may help but
applying these concepts is key.
• Get into the habit of doing a little bit on a regular basis – 15 minutes
every day or half an hour to an hour 3 times a week. If this is done
throughout the year, the revision is more effective rather than doing
last-minute cramming.
• Know how to use calculators and other equipment.
• Ask for help – from a friend, from the internet, from a teacher.
• Practice doing maths – in the CGP books, using Hegartymaths,
mathsbot.com
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Support available
• Revision session every Thursday after school – Higher in A106,
Foundation in A210
• Weekly intervention sessions – lunch, Core PE, in-lesson, guidance
• Holiday revision sessions – invite only.
• CGP books.
• Online resources such as mymaths or Hegartymaths
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Revision support
Maths – all books are £2.85

• Foundation/Higher revision guide
• Foundation/Higher workbook
• Foundation/Higher exam practice questions
• Targeting Grade 8 & 9 workbook

• These are all available on Scopay. Orders are with students about a
week after they have been received.
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Exam Dates 2020
th

• Paper 1: non-calculator 19 May 2020
th

• Paper 2: calculator

4 June 2020

• Paper 3: calculator

8 June 2020

th

• All exams are in the morning.
• All exams are 1 hour 30 minutes.

• Mock exams will happen again in March.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 1. Avoid common errors
The first eight questions on an exam paper are the easier questions designed
to settle students into the paper. Focus on getting the basics right and taking
time over the first eight questions in order to minimise simple mistakes.
On a Foundation paper, a Grade 3 student will commonly make a few errors in
the first eight questions which, over three papers, will add up to quite a few
easy marks lost. The first eight questions are generally fluency-type questions
based upon the nine basics of maths: addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions, decimals, percentages, scale and ratio.
• 2. Presentation of work
Make answers readable and tidy. It may sound silly but numbers should look
like numbers. Sometimes students go too fast with the easier questions and it
gets scruffy – or sometimes the writing is too small. For example, the examiner
may question whether a number is a 4 or a 6; or a 1 or a 7.
It is common to find transcribing errors, where students’ copy numbers across
from the question or the calculator incorrectly or even inaccurately copy their
own numbers. If a mistake is made, simply cross it out.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 3. Check, check and check again
Take time to follow the instructions on the exam paper and to check their
answers. Perhaps estimate the answer first – what is the answer roughly going
to be?
• 4.Tools for the job
Students need to spend time getting used to the tools they need for their
exams. Some can have trouble using their protractor and compass. But
constructions of angles, triangles and bisecting angles are easy marks.
• 5. Calculator use
In the exams there are two papers which include the use of a calculator – this
is three hours of exam time.
It has been noted by Chief Examiners, that students spend time working out
calculations manually but they could, and should, be using a calculator. Things
such as standard form and fractions work can all be done on the calculator,
making students more efficient in their use of exam time. Students need to
understand the calculator buttons and how to properly use them.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 6. Think units
Students need to remember to add units to their answers and also think carefully about
them too. Sometimes the answer will already show the units required. Sometimes there
will be a mix of units within the question. It is usual to work in the same units, so
conversions will be required e.g. from centimetres to metres. Make sure they know the
conversions – how many mms in a cm; cms in a metre; metres in a km?

• 7. Command Words
Knowing what ‘solve’ actually means, the difference between ‘draw’ and ‘sketch’ and
what ‘show that’ means are important to success.
• 8. Wordy Questions
For example, if the question is about two adults and three children going on
holiday, and flights cost £550, and the villa costs £625 and the taxi ride from
the airport costs £80, but they have saved up £1500, you could turn this
into quite a nice little sketch with a beach and sunglasses and an airplane
etc. It may help students find a way into the question.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 9. Which questions do you do first?
Students do not need to do the whole paper in order from Q1 all the way through
to the end. It may be that they focus on the questions they can do immediately
then go back and have a go at the ones which they weren’t sure on before having
a go at those they found the most difficult.
It may be that starting at the back and doing the more difficult questions when
their brain is most fresh works better for them.
Do what works for you!
• 10. Show your working; justify your answer; prove that…
Understanding some key terms will help your students answer the questions. For
example, ‘decide’ means a response such as yes it is, or no, it isn’t. There has to be
a clear choice of one thing or another; usually with justification as to why the
choice was made.
‘Show your working’ – this statement means that students will not get full marks if
they don’t show their working, even if the answer is correct. ‘Justify your answer’
is asking for statement of fact. ‘Prove’ means to show beyond any doubt
mathematically.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 11. Multi-mark and Multi-part Questions
Chief Examiners tell us that the high mark questions later are not answered so well
by some students. They are not even attempting them if they look daunting. A
strategy that does work is to look at the questions – maybe a 4 or 5 mark question
and ask: what would I need to do to get 1 mark; 2 marks; 3 marks?
In multi-part questions, part a) may be about a topic but then part b) may only be
lightly associated in terms of the topic. For example, part a) may be a bearings
question but part b) may be about angles around a point and part c) may be about
angles in parallel lines.
• 12. Know how the papers are marked
One examiner does not mark an entire paper. One examiner gets assigned a
number of questions to mark for everybody. Each question on an exam paper is
scanned in and sent off to different examiners.
Students must not write or draw anything outside of the answer space. It is likely
to be missed by the examiner and they will drop marks. If they need extra space to
write, they should draw an arrow indicating where the extra writing is. If the
examiner cannot read it, or is not clear where the answer is, they will not get the
marks.
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Exam Top Tips (from AQA)
• 13. Estimate the answer
Mistakes are made when an answer is clearly wrong but the numbers are
correct. For example, a bike travelling at 9 mph after four hours would have
travelled roughly 40 miles. When students see the question, it is a good idea
to estimate the sort of answer they are expecting. They can estimate it
through rounding the numbers. In the example, 9 is nearly 10 and 10 times 4 is
40 so 40 miles is a good estimate.
• 14 Time keeping
The number of marks in a question is the indication of the number of minutes
to be spent on it. 1 mark questions require little more than 1 minute; 2 marks,
2 mins and so on. If a question is taking up valuable minutes it’s okay for them
to move on and come back to it.
• And finally…
Knowing more about exam techniques will stand students in good stead, as
long as they can also do the maths: ‘practice, practice, practice until you
cannot get the maths wrong!’
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Command Words
• Assess - Make an informed judgement.
• Comment - Present an informed opinion.
• Complete - Finish a task by adding to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

given information.
Describe - Set out characteristics.
Draw - Produce a diagram.
Estimate - Assign an approximate value.
Factorise - Take out the common factor or
factorise into two brackets if a quadratic.
Give - Produce an answer from recall.
Measure - Use a mathematical
instrument, such as a ruler or protractor,
to establish the size of a length or angle.
Plot - Mark on a graph.
Prove - Demonstrate validity on the basis
of evidence.

• Rotate - Turn around a fixed point.
• Shade - Darken an area of a diagram.
• Show - Provide structured evidence to
•
•
•
•
•

reach a conclusion
Simplify - Collect terms together or
cancel down.
Simplify fully - Collect terms together
and factorise the answer, or cancel
terms completely.
Solve - Arrive at answer using a
numerical or algebraic method.
Translate - Move laterally without
rotating or flipping.
Work out - Perform one or a set of
steps or calculations to arrive at an
answer.
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Mock exam information
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Hegarty Maths
• www.hegartymaths.com
• Students will login with the school name, their own name, D.O.B. and
will choose their own password.
• We can reset their password for them but cannot tell them what
their password was or set it for them.
• Can be used to revisit topics and have a go at questions with
immediate feedback.
• All homework is set on Hegarty but students can also access it to
have a go at other questions at any time – work does not have to be
set by the teacher.
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Hegarty Maths – Have a go!
• Logon to the computers:
Username: Parent1
Password : Sunshine100

• www.hegartymaths.com
• Go to the student login at the top of the pages.
first name: StudentX
last name: StudentX
DOB 01/01/2016
where X is an integer between 1 and 5 incl.
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